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Basic communicating and counselling skills for family physicians

David Y F Ho 何友輝，Orchid H L Wang 汪惠蘭，Siu-Man Ng 吳兆文，Rainbow T H Ho 何天虹

Summary

Family physicians often encounter psychological problems in patients under their care. Treating these problems is integral to a holistic conception of primary healthcare. This article describes the nature, basic principles, and therapeutic process of counselling; dispels myths, biased perceptions, and misconceptions about it; and illustrates how counselling techniques may be applied by family physicians in their practice. The authors make a proposal to confront limitations and contradictions of treating psychological problems in primary healthcare: setting up synergistic partnerships between family physicians and health counsellors.

Introduction

As front-line practitioners, family physicians occupy a strategic position in the system of healthcare delivery. Many patients under their care have psychological problems which, though not necessarily serious enough to be considered as disorders, require attention because they may exacerbate existing medical conditions (e.g., psychophysiological or psychosomatic disorders). These problems, if prolonged, may undermine the psychoneuroimmunological system and thus render the patients more vulnerable to disease. This is not to mention the suffering they in themselves cause to the patients and their families. Thus, if unrecognized or untreated, psychological problems remain a negative factor in the patients’ health (conceived holistically) and hence their quality of life.

However, family physicians often do not attend to psychological problems. The reasons are many. Some simply exclude, by definition, psychological problems from their domain of responsibility: “Psychological problems are not medical problems with which we are charged to deal.” Some find it convenient to ignore them: “Why bring upon ourselves messy problems needlessly?” Dealing with psychological problems is time consuming and hence not cost effective. Furthermore, compliance is difficult to achieve and outcomes are uncertain and intangible. Some, more conscientious, acknowledge their responsibility, but feel handicapped by a lack of requisite skills to treat, let alone recognize, psychological problems.

From the perspective of community psychiatry, primary care physicians are in the best position to identify and help people with common mental disorders.1, 2 According to a WHO multinational study,1 the overall prevalence of mental disorders with well-defined criteria among patients in primary care is 24%. The figure is the lowest for Shanghai (7.3%), and the second lowest for Nagasaki (9.4%). The most common diagnoses are depression, generalized anxiety disorder, neurasthenia, and problems with alcohol. However, psychological problems constitute only 5.3% of patients’ presenting complaints. The figure is the lowest for Shanghai (0.2%), and the second lowest for Nagasaki (1.3%). Primary care
physicians recognize 48.9% of mentally disordered patients as having a psychological disorder. Shanghai has the lowest rate of recognition (15.9%), and Nagasaki the third lowest rate (18.3%). Taken together, the WHO data illustrate that the recognition of psychological disorders and symptoms presents a formidable challenge to family physicians—particularly in Confucian-heritage cultures, such as China and Japan.

It is thus fitting to remind ourselves that psychoanalysis, the ancestor of modern psychotherapies, began with the treatment of neurotic patients in general practice more than a century ago. In this article, we argue that, as primary-care givers, family physicians can ill afford to ignore psychological problems, the treatment of which is integral to an adequate conception of sickness and health. Armed with even basic counselling skills, family physicians can go a long way to alleviate and, more importantly, prevent psychological problems from working out their harmful effects.

A common example serves to drive home this point. A woman underwent a caesarean operation and, subsequently, suffered from dyspareunia for years afterwards. This example illustrates several therapeutic principles. Surgical operations often have psychological sequelae that escape the physician’s attention. If untreated, such sequelae may lead to problems that become more extensive, involving not only the patients but also their families. Sensitive topics, such as those involving sex, may be embarrassing to discuss by not only patients but also physicians. A physician may apply counselling skills to confront the psychological sequelae, and alleviate the patient’s fear of pain in general and dyspareunia in particular.

Psychological problems are a part of life. In themselves, they do not determine one’s health status; but failure to confront them will surely undermine it. The ideal is that family physicians can identify and handle the majority of cases, with communication and counselling skills incorporated into their practice. Only the more difficult or entrenched cases need to be referred for longer term treatment.

In what follows, we characterize the nature of counselling, and illustrate how basic counselling principles and skills may be applied judiciously by family physicians to enhance the efficacy of their practice.

The nature of counselling

The schools of thought in counselling are many. We refer interested readers to some relevant texts. Here, we recast counselling as helping clients to learn to take actions for solving problems of living and grow psychologically, in accordance with Dialogic Action Therapy (DAT). DAT integrates two cardinal ideas, dialogics and action, both of which are quintessential to defining what it means to be human. The first idea reflects the fact that most therapeutic systems entail not only dialogues between two persons, the therapist and the client, but also internal dialogues (self-talk) within either or both of them. Internal dialogue takes varied forms: imaginary dialogues between one’s different selves (e.g., the actual and rejected, the present and the future), between oneself and others, between oneself and one’s deceased significant other, and so forth. In DAT, the counsellor exploits these dialogues to achieve therapeutic gain.

The second idea stresses that action is essential to the therapeutic process. It demands taking effective corrective actions as an outcome indicator. It accords with the time-honoured saying, “Action speaks louder than words.” Taking effective action entails learning from experience. It does not mean doing something aimlessly or compulsively. Sometimes, it may take the form of action—more precisely, letting go. This applies especially to cases where nonproblems become problems as a result of compulsion, unrealistic expectations, and the like. A typical example is problems arising from parents’ excessive worries over their children’s academic performance. In short, DAT is dialogical, action oriented, and solution focused. It embraces a conception of the dialogic self that has immense potential for creative self-transformation. In line with prevailing thinking in behavioural health, it stresses the need for assuming responsibility for one’s own health through taking action.

Psychotherapy, counselling, and guidance lie on a continuum of helping. They differ primarily with respect to the target population and goals of intervention. Typically, psychotherapy refers to the treatment of clients who have psychiatric or psychological disorders, or whose problems are serious enough to require intervention. The aim of counselling is to facilitate problem solving and psychological growth among “normal” persons, whose problems, if left untreated, may result in varying degrees of social, familial, or occupational maladjustment. (By “normal,” we mean meeting the requirements of living adequately, though not necessarily optimally. A normal
person is not the same as a healthy person.) Guidance refers to explicit, judicious use of information, advice giving, and education for normal populations. Prevailing opinion places counselling somewhere between psychotherapy and guidance. The boundaries are not sharply defined; the terms psychotherapy and counselling, in particular, are often used interchangeably.

Counselling differs from traditional medical treatment in some basic respects. First, it stresses working with clients, rather than doing something to them. Accordingly, it places the responsibility for healing and getting well ultimately on the clients themselves. The counsellor facilitates the healing process by activating their inner, dormant resources to solve their own problems. Viewed in this light, all healing is self-healing.

Second, counselling does not presuppose an underlying psychopathology located within individual clients responsible for their troubles; rather, it locates problems of living in their societal and cultural contexts, not only within but also between persons.

Third, counselling seems easy to learn; but, in reality, it is extremely difficult to master. It cannot be reduced to a set of procedures, as in a cookbook, to follow. To use an analogy, it is not enough to provide counselling road maps to students — contrary to the impression that many teachers and counselling texts convey. Students have to learn to construct cognitive road maps by themselves. That is because dilemmas, uncertainties, and ambiguities are inherent in counselling. Each case renews the challenge to counselling judgment and creativity, something that may be fostered, but impossible to teach. Ultimately, the therapeutic instrument is not a needle or a knife, but is embodied in the counsellor’s humanity.

Unfortunately, the cookbook approach to counselling, replete with do’s and don’ts, is all too common. A typical prescription for professional conduct is: “Counsellors should be warm and accepting of clients.” But can feelings and attitudes be prescribed? If yes, how can they be genuine? Warmth and acceptance may be cultivated, not prescribed; they come naturally when people embrace life, and receive them as a way of life.

Myths, biased perceptions, and misconceptions

Myths, biased perceptions, and misconceptions about counselling, for which the counselling profession itself cannot escape responsibility, have bedeviled practitioners and hampered its acceptance by the medical profession. Among these are the following.

(i) All counselling is “one-to-one talking cure”

Two tacit tenets underlie psychoanalysis and, subsequently, different schools of thought derived from it. The first is that psychotherapy is a one-to-one affair, between the doctor and the patient. The second depicts psychotherapy as “talking cure.” To be unconstrained by these tenets lies the future of psychotherapy and counselling. Therapeutic groups would then become the treatment of choice whenever feasible, over treating patients individually, for both their cost effectiveness and amplification of therapeutic effects. Practitioners would then appreciate the primacy of actions over spoken words.

(ii) Counsellors have to maintain professional distance and emotional detachment

True, counsellors are ethically required to keep professional boundaries (e.g., avoid getting emotionally involved with their clients). Unfortunately, many misinterpret this admonition as avoiding emotional reactions to their clients, or even rationalise their lack of concern for clients as “emotional detachment.” But emotional reactions are natural, especially in counselling. How can we ask counsellors to be less than human? Informed by the cultural metaphor, “The healer has the heart of a parent,” Chinese clients expect sympathetic concern, emotional support, and active involvement from a parent-like figure. They may thus perceive the emotionally detached counsellor as aloof and uncaring.

Reading one’s own emotional reactions to another person accurately is both informative and necessary: informative, because it helps one to be more aware of self-other interaction at the emotional level; necessary, because appropriate responding depends on accurate reading. Skillful counsellors harness their emotional reactions, both positive and negative, to serve therapeutic purposes.

(iii) Counsellors do not form value judgments of clients

Counsellors who come across as judgmental to their clients are inept. However, being nonjudgmental is not the same as being value free. People can no more
avoid value judgments than they can negate their moral being and, indeed, their human nature. Being cognizant of one’s values serves to guard against imposing them on others and, more fundamentally, monitor one’s ethical conduct. Similarly, counsellors should be impartial in dealing with interpersonal conflicts; but impartiality does not mean neutrality. How can they be neutral when dealing with cases of child abuse, for instance?

(iv) **Counsellors are nondirective; they are nice people who have to accept their clients unconditionally**

Doctrinaire followers of Carl Rogers, the founder of person-centred counselling, are to blame for this biased perception. By virtue of their professed intention to help others, counsellors have to bring to the client’s attention problems he has avoided or failed to resolve. This arduous, unpleasant task is likely to arouse discomfort, even pain, in the client – the exact opposite of being “nice.” In large measure, “nondirectiveness” has become a synonym (i.e., excuse) for passivity or, worse, wish-wash ineffectiveness.

Directiveness does not mean being domineering or telling clients what to do. Rather, it means providing a general direction and delineating a framework within which the client works in collaboration with the counsellor toward problem solving and psychological growth. In point of fact, it is impossible to avoid directiveness totally: The counselling context itself is one in which the counsellor is expected to exercise therapeutic influence over the client and is, to this extent, inherently directive. How directive or nondirective a counsellor should be depends on the differing therapeutic requirements of the moment in each case. A counsellor may have to be somewhat directive, even authoritative (not authoritarian!), in the beginning, and be less directive as counselling progresses. The goal is to facilitate the development of self-direction.

Unconditional positive regard and acceptance is a myth that has bedeviled counsellors, obliging many to become inauthentic and play a phony role. It is difficult to savor how anyone could, or should, show unconditional positive regard to the likes of Adolph Hitler or Saddam Hussein. In real life, unconditional acceptance probably exists only in parents toward their young children. (Arguably, dogs are more likely than humans to display unconditional acceptance toward humans.) That there are so many unhappy people requiring counselling speaks to the possibility, even likelihood, that unconditional rejection is a more common experience than unconditional acceptance.

Rogerians may defend themselves by saying that unconditional acceptance applies to the person, not to the person’s actions. They immediately face, however, an objection to their defense. A person’s essence is defined by his actions. A person who acts despicably is a despicable person; the same person is no longer despicable when he ceases to act despicably. There is no way to escape from the conditional nature of acceptance without incurring the hazard of abandoning irreducible ethical standards. In sum, we object to the notion of unconditional acceptance, because it is not only unrealistic but also indefensible on ethical grounds.

To avoid being misunderstood, we hasten to add that none of what we have stated negates the core values of compassion and the intrinsic worth of all human life. Conditional acceptance does not imply rejection, conditional or unconditional; it does not negate caring for the client as a person. Most important, in accordance with DAT, we affirm our conviction in and respect for the human capacity for self-transformation, without which counselling would be a hopeless task. This conviction and respect translate into a potent therapeutic force to facilitate change – even in persons who deserve little or no positive regard.

(v) **Counselling is primarily a matter of giving proper advice to clients**

This misconception is as unsound as its opposite extreme, blanket nondirectiveness. Although it is part of the counsellor’s work, giving advice is advisable only when the patient is ready to take the advice seriously. Readiness requires time and effort to achieve. In other words, timing is critical. Giving advice prematurely or indiscriminately can be not only futile, but also countertherapeutic. After all, the patient has probably heard the advice given innumerable times before – to no avail. Furthermore, a higher goal, which demands greater skill, is to enable the patient to come up with sound advice by and for himself.
(vi) Counselling is the answer to human suffering

This popular misconception underlies counselling’s mass appeal. Unfortunately, it is also symptomatic of the naïve, romanticized views many have toward counselling. In truth, counselling provides no answer to catastrophic suffering caused by war, ethnic cleansing, economic exploitation, ecological disaster, and so forth. Neither can it provide an answer to the many misfortunes of ordinary life, such as unemployment and having an unhappy marriage.

Counselling promises to help only when there are identifiable responsibilities on the part of the client or his significant others, which, when assumed, will make a difference in his life. For instance, the hope for change begins with the realization that one may be responsible, at least in part, for one’s unhappy marriage. The responsibilities to be assumed include how one responds to and perhaps thrive in the face of adversity – even to misfortunes outside of one’s control (e.g., an accident resulting in serious injuries), or problems not of one’s own making (e.g., marital difficulties arising from an arranged marriage to an abusive person). Delineating the battleground for assuming responsibility and taking corrective action, therefore, is central to counselling.

Helping people to assume responsibility for their own lives is no mean achievement: It may signify a battle already half won. The irony, however, is that all too often those who need to assume responsibility the most are also the least likely to do so. In other words, people who need counselling the most are also the least likely to be receptive or responsive to it. Countless people do foolish things (e.g., engage in addictive gambling, shopping, or surfing the Internet) on a daily basis to destroy lives, their own as well as those close to them. Yet, the idea of counselling probably never occurs to them. This reality speaks to self-destructiveness as a constant part of the human condition. It contradicts the article of faith many counsellors (especially those of the person-centred persuasion) hold dear: “All persons have the propensity for self-actualization.”

(vii) A summation

This section is not meant to discourage anyone. Rather, it follows the dictum that truth, however painful, is better than falsehood. Counselling is replete with contradictions. In case after case, what needs to be done may be clear from the beginning; yet, clients stubbornly refuse to act in their best interests – just as, in medicine, there is no lack of patients who fail to comply with medical advice to save their lives. Frustration tolerance, humility, and courage to confront contradictions, therefore, are requirements of being a counsellor. When and only when counsellors are awakened to romanticized falsehoods, on which many have long based their practice, will they be more empowered to make a difference in their clients’ lives.

Therapeutic process

It is impossible, and inadvisable, to predetermine the therapeutic agenda at the beginning of treatment. In the course of treatment, new problems may be uncovered, old problems thought to be solved may resurface, and unforeseen circumstances beyond the control of the physician or the patient may appear. Thus, in counselling, diagnosis and treatment are not separable, with the former neatly preceding the latter. Nevertheless, we may sketch a general outline of the therapeutic process.

1. Give top priority to the formation of a trusting, or at least a working, relationship between the physician and the patient. Listen and observe first; give advice later.

2. Rule out physical, medical, or developmental causes that may have led to the patient’s difficulties, before labelling them as emotional or behavioural problems. A case in point: A schoolboy labelled as a “problem child” turned out to be dyslexic; his behaviour improved soon after remedial measures were instituted to address his specific learning disability.

3. Grasp the major or core contradictions in the patient’s life, or problems in living, that can be resolved through counselling – apart from those that cannot be. Because time is limited, the family physician has to do this as quickly as possible.

4. Identify and label the problems in an order of priorities. Of course, problems that require urgent or immediate attention (e.g., acute destructive or self-destructive behaviours) should be treated first.

5. Explain clearly to the patient the problems of living identified. In a joint endeavour, set the goals of
treatment and explore how they may be implemented. With tact and compassion, point out why previous attempts to cope have fallen short of these goals, and hence the need for learning new patterns of thought and action. This process, known as induction to counselling, demands great skill.

6. Again, in a joint endeavour, work through how the patient may put the plans of action into actual practice. Where indicated, forewarn and discuss with the patient intellectual and emotional difficulties (or resistances, in the parlance of psychodynamic theory) he is likely to encounter in the process of doing so.

7. In follow-up sessions, assess and analyse the reasons for areas of success and failure in actual practice – as always, together with the patient. Show appreciation for genuine efforts made. Reinforce the need for learning new patterns of thought and action, where indicated. Refine and reformulate plans of action that would maximize success.

8. Repeat the learning process until the patient’s problems are adequately resolved. (By now, it should be clear how arduous this process can be.)

9. Provide medical advice to other professionals involved (e.g., teachers and social workers); work with and through them to achieve complementarity for maximal treatment effectiveness. Refer cases to a professional counsellor, when the problems encountered are judged to be too complicated, entrenched, or time consuming to be resolved adequately in the context of primary healthcare. Liaise with the counsellor to monitor progress periodically.

Communicating, relating, and interviewing

Communicating, relating, and interviewing skills are fundamental to counselling (and, more generally, interpersonal interaction). The following is a distillate of some general principles.

1. Values and attitudes are fundamental and more important than skills

Truthfulness (真實), sincerity (真誠), emotional honesty (真情), and authenticity (真挚) are probably the most fundamental values of counselling. Playing the role of an accepting counsellor without any of these values would not come across well; patients can easily detect its phony quality. Counselling entails, therefore, much more than the mere acquisition of skills.

Genuine acceptance means much more than having good “bedside manners.” It is based on a deep respect of the humanity of each patient. However, acceptance does not mean agreement. We may, and should, rectify patients’ unfounded, erroneous, or superstitious beliefs concerning illness or health.

2. Attentiveness and active listening hold the secret to effective clinical interviews

An interview is not an interrogation. The ideal interview is one in which the physician obtains essential information from the patient, without having to ask too many questions. This may be achieved when rapport is established and the patient senses that the physician is trustworthy, nonjudgmental, and interested in what he has to say.

3. Use language that is common to the physician and the patient

Counselling disavows the use of language used in academic discourse (e.g., jargons). Technical terms should be explained carefully. (Diagnostic labels such as schizophrenia, brain damage, and the like are particularly scary.) Here is an example of a horrible explanation:

“Schizophrenia is a biochemical disease of the brain. There is no cure. You just have to accept it.”

An improved version:

“Schizophrenia is a serious condition. It doesn’t mean ‘short circuit,’ or splitting of the mind in a literal sense. It means that a person suffering from it thinks and behaves in ways that are rather difficult for other people to accept. There are multiple causes for schizophrenia. Regardless of what the exact causes may be, it is important for you and your family to learn how to keep it under control and minimize the difficulties it brings. This is what you need to do. Take prescribed medication for as long as but no more than necessary. This I shall monitor

(Continued on page 187)
when you come for follow-up. You also need to consider your situation at work [or school] and at home. For instance ..."

4. **Patients must also understand therapeutic principles**

Therapeutic principles have to be translated conceptually and linguistically into a language familiar to the patient, drawing upon indigenous concepts congenial to those principles. The following are some examples.

"A disease of the ‘heart’ requires medicine for the ‘heart’ to cure (心病還須心藥醫). Counselling is like ‘heart-to-heart talk’ (談心). It means speaking freely what is in your mind, from your heart, as a start."

"Anyone has to learn how to conduct oneself as a person (學做人), and establish oneself in society (立身處世): ‘Setting a personal example’ (以身作則) is the best way to teach your children to reach this goal."

"Give someone a fish and you feed him for a day; teach someone to fish and you feed him for a lifetime’ (送他魚,不如教他捉魚). That means you must teach him skills (授技傍身), so he can become more independent."

"You say you want to be a filial daughter. It would not be filial if you hurt yourself."

"You say you are a Christian. Would God want you to punish yourself the way you do?"

5. **Use open-ended questions**

In general, it is better to use neutral, open-ended questions first and, if needed, follow up with multiple-choice or yes-no type of questions for clarification. A question like “do you have trouble at work?” tends to evoke a “yes” or “no” response. “What is your situation at work like?” invites informative responding.

6. **Keep verbalizations short and to the point**

This will make it easier for patients to comprehend and remember what the physician wants to convey.

**Interview and counselling techniques**

The following presents an illustration of specific skills commonly used in interviewing and counselling, in the light of the foregoing principles and remember what the physician wants to convey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Example of verbalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action, problem solving</td>
<td>It’s good that you have learned from your experiences. Now, what are some of the actions you may take to solve your problems better? 很好，你已經從你的經驗中學到了一些東西，那麼現在，你可以採取什麼行動來更好地解決你的問題呢？</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice, suggestions (to be given only when timing is right and the client is ready to take them seriously)</td>
<td>It’s about time you learn to appreciate yourself. Think about being kind to yourself, not just to others. 現在你要學會欣賞自己，想想要善待自己，而不只是對別人好。</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety reduction</td>
<td>One of the best ways of reducing anxiety is to focus your attention on how you can make others more comfortable, not on yourself. 減少焦慮的一個比較有效的方法是，把你的注意力集中到你怎樣做會使其他人感到更舒服，而不是把注意力集中在自己身上。</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Faster heartbeat, shortness of breath, sweating, and so forth are normal reactions when people get nervous. When you experience these reactions, it is important to avoid scaring yourself further. You may say to yourself, “It is all right for me to be nervous.”

心跳加速，呼吸不畅，出汗等都是人们在紧张时常见的反应，当你有这些反应时，你可以对自己说“我紧张是没有问题的”。不要自己再吓唬自己。

Clarification
澄清
You feel you have done something terrible. That doesn’t necessarily mean that you actually have.
你觉得自己做了一些可怕的事情，但这并不等于你真的做了。

You say you have a happy marriage. Would you explain what “happy” means to you?
你有幸福的婚姻，那么“幸福”对你来说意味着什么呢？

Confrontation
對質
We have gone over this many times already. When will you assume responsibility for your own well-being?
我们已经谈过这个很多次了。你什么时候才会对自己的健康负责呢？

You say you are not angry. But your body’s reactions tell me that you are.
你不说生气，但是你的身体反应告诉我你其实是在生气。

Control and focus, maintaining
維持控制和集中
Time is limited. Let’s keep focus, and not wander about. Please get to the point.
時間有限。让我们专注一点直说，不要兜圈子。

Emarrassment reduction
減少尷尬
Many people find it embarrassing to talk about sex, but it is all right to talk about it here. There are good reasons why we need to.
很多人谈到性是觉得尴尬的，但在这里讲是没有问题的，而且我们需要。

Feedback giving
給予回饋
You have made progress. But there are still problems you need to work on, such as ...
你已经有进步了，但是有些问题还是要处理，比如...

Information giving, reassurance, normalization
給予資訊，安慰，正常化
Masturbation is completely harmless. But you may be troubled if you believe that it is harmful to your body.
自慰是完全无害的，但是如果你相信这样做对身体有害的话，你就感到困扰。

So far I haven’t seen or heard anything to suggest you are abnormal or mentally ill. The symptoms you have described are quite common. This doesn’t necessarily mean that you don’t have problems you need to deal with.
到目前为止我还没有看出有你有不正常或者精神问题，你所说的那些症状都很常见。这并不等於你没有问题需要处理。

Opening techniques
開始的技巧
Let’s talk about what would be helpful to you. You may begin wherever you feel is important.
让我们谈一谈什么会对你有帮助，你可以从你觉得重要的地方开始。

Questioning and probing
提問及探問
You say you have become irritable. What are the circumstances? Any specific person bugging you?
你说你变得容易发脾气。情况是怎么样的？有特别的人在打扰你吗？
Reflecting feelings accurately
正確地反映內心的感覺
You didn’t feel sad when your father died. Now you feel guilty. 你父親去世的時候你沒有感到很悲傷，現在你卻感到很內疚。
You feel you have done something bad, but you don’t know exactly what that something is. 你感覺自己做錯了事，但又不確知知道是什麼事情。

Reframing, invitation to new thought and action
重構，改變思維和行動
Your wife complains that you don’t care enough about her. That’s only half the story. Have you looked at this from another angle: You are a very important person in her life? How would you act differently? 你太太投訴說你對她不太關心，這只是情況的一部份。你有沒有從另一個角度來看這個問題：你是她生命中一個非常重要的人？你會如何在行動(為)上作出改變？

Responsibility, inviting clients to assume
責任，引導求助者進行猜想
There is no hope if, as you say, others are totally responsible for your miseries. We are not here to change other people. On the other hand, there is hope if you are responsible, at least in part. Then you can change things. 如果如你所說，你自己的不幸都是他人造成的話，那問題就沒有解決的希望了。因為我們在這裡是不能改變其他人的。但是，如果你能夠至少對自己負一點責任的話，那問題還是有解決的希望，你可以改變一些事情。

Self-disclosure (to be used judiciously)
自我剖白(需審慎使用)
I had a similar experience. I also felt terrible. Eventually, I found a way out. What I did was... 我也有過與你一樣相似的經歷，我也覺得可憐，不過最後我找到了出路。我是這樣做的...

Summarization (advisable to summarize succinctly preceding discussions periodically)
總結(定期對前面的討論進行簡要的總結)
You have been saying that you are having lots of trouble both at work and at home. You find it difficult to cope, at a loss. 你提到你在工作和家庭生活中都遇到很多麻煩，而且覺得十分困難去處理，有一種迷失的感覺。

Termination techniques
結束技巧
Before we end, let’s recap what we have discussed today.... It’s important for you to act on our treatment plan. Have you any questions? 在結束前，讓我們總結今天討論過的事情.... 重要的是你按照我們的治療計劃去做。你還有其他問題嗎？

Conclusion: A timely proposal

Clearly, counselling holds great promise for family physicians to relate more comfortably with patients and members of their family, and thus intervene more effectively in their clinic. However, applying basic counselling skills in their practice is fraught with limitations and difficulties.

Hong Kong society is in dire need to foster a culture of interprofessional respect and cooperation; more generally, to develop a comprehensive and cost-effective primary healthcare system. The strategic use of limited professional time and resources in such a system is a major consideration. In keeping with our own advice about not to give advice until timing is right, we have delayed the impulse to put forward the following proposal until now: Set up synergistic partnerships between family physicians and health counsellors (whose specialty is health promotion and education).

These partnerships require a clear delineation of roles and responsibilities. For instance, a health counsellor,
Key messages

1. Psychological problems in patients under the care of family physicians are common, but often unrecognized and untreated.

2. Armed with basic communicating and counselling skills, family physicians can play a strategic role in treating these problems.

3. Counselling is best conceived as helping clients to learn to take actions for solving problems of living and psychological growth.

4. Counselling stresses working with clients. It locates problems of living in their social and cultural contexts, not only within but also between persons. It is extremely difficult to master and cannot be reduced to a set of procedures to follow.

5. Establishing synergistic partnerships between family physicians and health counsellors promises to place Hong Kong’s primary healthcare among the advanced in the world.

working in close consultation with the family physician, may perform many of the counselling, liaison, and referral tasks we have described. To avoid fragmentation of service and inconvenience to patients, it is preferable for the family physician(s) and the health counsellor(s) to be located in the same setting.

Making a proposal for marriage may be premature. However, initiating courtship is both timely and exciting. It promises to overcome limitations and difficulties of applying counselling in family medicine, an essential step toward establishing primary healthcare in Hong Kong as among the advanced in the world.
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